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Resumo 

Está prevista a construção de um novo aeroporto internacional no Montijo, a 30 km ao sul de Lisboa. 

Este novo aeroporto será implantado na atual Base Aérea nº. 6 no Montijo. Para o devido 

funcionamento do aeroporto, serão necessárias novas infraestruturas para o apoio às suas atividades, 

e com isso, deverão aumentar também outras atividades económicas na área envolvente ao aeroporto. 

Todo esse desenvolvimento ocorrerá numa área de especial importância para o abastecimento de água 

a vários sectores da sociedade. A área do novo aeroporto fica localizado no aquífero Tejo-Sado, um 

aquífero multicamada altamente produtivo. A água captada da região perto do aeroporto nos concelhos 

de Montijo e Alcochete é utilizada como água potável para cerca de 33 000 residentes. A água é 

também fornecida para todas as indústrias da região, bem como para a agricultura e pecuária. 

Com o desenvolvimento do aeroporto há um grande risco de contaminação dessa importante origem 

de água. Algumas das estradas projetadas para servirem o aeroporto atravessam áreas contidas em 

perímetros de proteção de captações de água subterrânea, e além disso, haverá um aumento de 

bombas de gasolina devido ao movimento de veículos associado às actividades do aeroporto, tal como 

será preciso transportar e processar combustível, produtos químicos para atividades de manutenção, 

e vapores de hidrocarbonetos voláteis a serem depositados no solo por precipitação ou por deposição 

atmosférica, etc. 

Os aeroportos são, de facto, associados a uma ampla variedade de contaminantes, alguns dos quais 

cancerígenos ou disruptores endócrinos. Uma vez que as águas subterrâneas ou o solo estejam 

contaminados, a sua remoção é difícil. A contaminação pode ser de longa duração, caso as precauções 

e medidas necessárias não sejam aplicadas.  

O principal objetivo da tese é estimar a vulnerabilidade da origem de água potável à contaminação 

proveniente do aeroporto e da infraestrutura relacionada. 

Os contaminantes mais comumente relatados, específicos dos aeroportos, são hidrocarbonetos e 

metais pesados. Assim, o foco da tese é o fluxo vertical de hidrocarbonetos com origen na superf]icie 

do terreno, especificamente aqueles na forma de contaminantes de fase líquida não aquosa (NAPLs). 

Esta tese tem também como objetivo responder às perguntas: “Os NAPLs depositados na superfície 

infiltram-se e contaminam a água potável? Em caso afirmativo, onde e em quanto tempo?”, “Quais as 

áreas que têm maior probabilidade de contaminação, considerando o pior cenário para toda a área de 

estudo?”, “No presente contexto, quais são os controlos do fluxo de NAPLs?". 

Esses contaminantes não podem ser tratados como outros contaminantes solúveis. Têm propriedades 

físicas diferentes da água e, portanto, fluem independentemente. Portanto, métodos comuns de 

avaliação de vulnerabilidades como o DRASTIC ou o AVI não serão adequados para os NAPLs. 



Para avaliar o risco foi realizado um modelo litostratigráfico generalizado da área de estudo. Para isso, 

foram utilizados dados de relatórios técnicos de captações de água subterrânea, obtidos de empresas 

de sondagens. Foram selecionados vários pontos distribuídos uniformemente pela área de estudo, e 

nesses pontos, foram obtidas verticalmente as camadas de sedimentos com base no modelo 

litostratigráfico. 

Em todos esses pontos, foram simulados 2 cenários de infiltração de NAPLs. Num dos cenários, o fluxo 

de LNAPLs , e representado pela BTEX, no segundo, avalia-se o fluxo de DNAPL usando o 

tricloroetileno (TCE). Para os dois conjuntos de simulações, foi utilizado o modelo MOFAT (Katyal, 

Kaluarachchi & Parker, 1991). Este modelo foi desenvolvido para a modelação do fluxo multifásico 1-D 

de óleo e água, através da definição de saturações variáveis de qualquer um dos fluidos, ao longo das 

diferentes camadas. É um modelo de elementos finitos, que para esta tese foi executado num plano 

cartesiano 2D. 

Após a execução dos dois conjuntos de simulações, foram criados dois mapas com a profundidade da 

contaminação, um para o TCE e outro para o BTEX. Esses mapas de profundidade de contaminação 

foram combinados com o modelo litostratigráfico para produzir dois mapas de camadas contaminadas, 

que mostram em cada ponto a camada litostratigráfica mais profunda que é contaminada por NAPLs. 

De acordo com estes resultados, espera-se que LANPLs e DNAPLs contaminem o aquífero produtivo 

na parte leste da área de estudo. Os DNAPLs contaminam o aquífero produtivo numa área mais 

extensa do que os LNAPLs devido à sua capacidade de transporte e infiltração a maiores profundidades 

em alguns locais. 

Os perfis de saturação da água e do óleo foram comparados para diferentes configurações de camadas 

e para diferentes horizontes temporais de modo a tirar ilações sobre os controlos do fluxo no presente 

contexto. Observou-se que o fator limitante para a infiltração de DNAPLs e LNAPLs foi a disponibilidade 

de óleo para a infiltração. No caso de DNAPLs, essa disponibilidade impede que a frente do óleo 

percorra a coluna arenosa em profundidade, mesmo que sua densidade promova um fluxo 

descendente. Em argilas, uma vez que as saturações de DNAPL são baixas, o volume de óleo 

disponível não limita a infiltração de NAPLs em colunas argilosas. Portanto, os DNAPLs atingem 

profundidades maiores. Os LNAPLs parecem não ter características para contaminar profundidades 

inferiores ao nível freático, flutuando acima deste. As pequenas saturações observadas abaixo do nível 

freático são resultado de pressões capilares. 

Palavras-chave 
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Abstract 

A new civil airport is projected to be developed in Montijo, 30km south of Lisbon. A military airport that 

already exists at that site, is due to be upscaled. With the airport, infrastructure to support it will develop 

and with that, economic activities around the airport are expected to rise.  

All this development will take place in an area that is important for water supply. Montijo lies on the 

Tagus-Sado aquifer, a highly productive sandy aquifer. Water abstracted from the region near the airport 

in Montijo and Alcochete municipalities, is used as drinking water for around 33,000 residents. The water 

is also supplied to all the industries in the region, as well as for agriculture.  

With the airport development, there is a large risk of contaminating this important water source. Some 

of the roads planned around the airport cross wellhead protection zones, there will be an increase of 

petrol pumps to support ground activity, the airport will need to have fuel transported and processed,  

chemicals for maintenance activities will be transported, vapours of Volatile hydrocarbons will be 

deposited on the ground by precipitation or by atmospheric deposition, etc. 

Airports are a source of a wide variety of contaminants, some of which are carcinogens or endocrine 

disrupters. Once the groundwater or soil is contaminated, it is difficult to remove them. The 

contamination can last for decades, if the timely precautions and actions are not taken.  

The objective of the thesis is to estimate vulnerability of the drinking water source to contamination from 

the airport and related infrastructure.  

The most commonly reported contaminants, specific to airports are hydrocarbons and heavy metals. 

The scope of the thesis is limited vertical flow of hydrocarbons from the surface, specifically those in the 

form of non-aqueous phase Liquids (NAPLs).  

This thesis aims to answer the questions, “will NAPLs deposited on the surface travel downwards and 

contaminate drinking water? if so, where and in how much time?”, “which areas are more likely to get 

contaminated, given a uniform worst-case scenario throughout the study area?”, “In the given context, 

what are the controls of NAPL flow?”  

These contaminants cannot be treated as other soluble contaminants. They have different physical 

properties and so, they flow independently from water, therefore common methods of assessing 

vulnerability like DRASTIC or AVI will not be suitable for NAPLs.  

To evaluate risk based on the context, firstly, a generalised stratigraphic model of the study area was 

made. Borehole data obtained from private drilling companies was used for this purpose. This ensures 

good quality, reliable data. 

Multiple points spread evenly across the study area were selected. At those points the vertical sediment 

layering was obtained from the stratigraphic model.  



At all those points, two scenarios of NAPL infiltration were simulated- In one scenario, LNAPL flow, as 

represented by BTEX, in the second one, DNAPL flow represented by Trichloroethylene (TCE). MOFAT 

model (Katyal, Kaluarachchi, and Parker 1991), was used for the two sets of simulations. MOFAT was 

used to model 1-D multiphase flow of oil and water, through variable saturations of either fluid, through 

different layers. It is a finite element model, run on a 2D Cartesian plane (in this thesis).  

After running the two sets of simulations, two contaminated depth maps were created, one each for TCE 

and BTEX. These contaminated depth maps were combined with the stratigraphic model to produce 

two contaminated strata maps, that show the deepest stratigraphic layer contaminated by NAPLs at 

each point. According to it both LNAPLs and DNAPLs are expected to contaminate the drinking water 

aquifer at the eastern part of the study area. DNAPLs contaminate drinking water in a larger area than 

LNAPLs because they travel deeper in some locations. 

Then, saturation profiles of water and oil were compared for different layering configurations, and at 

different times to draw conclusions on the controls of flow in this context. Literature was also used for 

this purpose. It was observed that the limiting factor for infiltration of both DNAPLs and LNAPLs was 

availability of oil to infiltrate. In case of DNAPLs, this prevents the oil front from travelling deep in sandy 

column, even though their density promotes downward flow. In clays, since DNAPL saturations are low, 

available oil volume does not limit infiltration of NAPLs in clayey columns. So, DNAPLs reach larger 

depths. LNAPLs cannot contaminate depths much further below the water table. Bulk of the LNAPLs 

float on the water table. The small saturations seen below the water table are a result of capillary 

pressures. 

Keywords 

New Lisbon Airport, NAPL, MOFAT, variably saturated media, Van Genuchten model, 1-D flow 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the context of the thesis. The objectives and the specific research questions have 

been presented. The necessity and implications of answering the said questions will be clarified. Some 

definitions and terms will be defined. At the end of the chapter, the work structure is provided. 
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The current Lisbon airport has reached its maximum capacity, and air traffic in Lisbon is projected to 

increase. Therefore, it has been proposed that the Military Airport located in Montijo be extended for 

civilian purposes as the New Lisbon Aiport (NLA). It is situated on the Tagus-Sado aquifer, the most 

important aquifer in Portugal. This aquifer is the chief water source for every city, agricultural land or 

industry located in this region because it is abundant in good quality water.  

The main abstractions for the municipality of Montijo are located near the projected airport which support 

a variety of industries and provide drinking water to 29249 residents in this part of the municipality. The 

municipality of Alcochete also has boreholes in this area that supply more than 3000 inhabitants in total. 

It is therefore important to preserve this resource. 

 Aquifers are inherently vulnerable to contamination to varying degrees depending on the hydrogeology, 

land use, climate, etc. Groundwater undergoes physical-chemical interactions with the soil and aquifer 

medium and may have high residence times. On one hand this mechanism can protect the aquifer from 

contamination by retarding contaminant transport but on the other hand it makes remediation difficult, 

expensive or impossible in human lifespans, once contaminated.  

Changes in land use can cause groundwater contamination by directly being sources of contaminants, 

or by changing groundwater fluxes in a way that makes the aquifer more vulnerable. With the airport, 

infrastructure to support it will develop. Economic activities around the airport are expected to rise. 

Together, they increase the risk of contaminating the aquifer.  

Some of the identified risks are: roads planned around the airport cross wellhead protection zones; 

expected increase of petrol pumps to support ground activity, the airport will need to have fuel 

transported, stored and processed;  chemicals for maintenance activities will be transported; vapours of 

Volatile hydrocarbons will be deposited on the ground by precipitation or by atmospheric deposition, etc.  

Some of the contaminants related to airports’ activities are known carcinogens and endocrine disruptors. 

Depending on the exposure and concentrations, their effects can be seen in the long-term or even in 

the following generations. Therefore, careful estimates of impacts should be made, and precautions 

taken before executing a change in land use, like an airport construction.  

The objective of the thesis is to estimate vulnerability of the main aquifer used as the main drinking 

water source to contamination from the airport and related infrastructure. The most commonly reported 

contaminants, specific to airports are hydrocarbons and heavy metals. The scope of the thesis is limited 

to vertical flow of hydrocarbons from the surface, specifically those in the form of non-aqueous phase 

Liquids (NAPLs). However, some useful generalisations can be made. It should be noted that in the 

thesis, NAPLs will be referred to as oils, interchangeably. 

The objective can be further divided into the following questions: 

• Will NAPLs deposited on the surface travel downwards and contaminate the drinking water 

there? if so, where and in how in approximately much time? 
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• Which areas are more likely to get contaminated, given a uniform worst-case scenario 

throughout the study area?  

• In the given context, what are the controls of NAPL flow?  

• From all the above information, what are the implications for the management plan? 

These contaminants cannot be treated as other soluble contaminants. They have different physical 

properties and so, they flow independently from water. Therefore, common methods of assessing 

vulnerability like DRASTIC or AVI, will not be suitable for NAPLs’ risk assessment.  

The thesis is divided into 5 chapters. 

• Chapter 1- Introduction:  

Introduces the context of the problem, objectives of the research, research questions and 

their implications. 

• Chapter 2- Background information:  

Provides information on the study area, nature of contaminants and the conceptual model 

of NAPL contamination. 

• Chapter 3- Methodology:    

Shows the steps taken to fulfil the objectives through modelling, governing principals of the 

model, as well as the Stratigraphic model as an intermediate result. 

• Chapter 4- Results and Discussion:   

Shows the output of the models, explains the reasons for the said observations, as well as 

implications of the observation on risk to drinking water resources, where required. 

• Chapter 5- Conclusions:  

Presents the results and the conclusions drawn from them, relevant to drinking water 

vulnerability and its management.  

 

It should be noted that all maps in this document have been displayed in Lisbon Hayford IGeoE 

projection (EPSG 102164).
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Chapter 2 

Background information 

2 Background information 

This chapter provides background information on the study area, contamination sources and pathways 

at an airport, nature of the contaminants and a conceptual model of soil and groundwater contamination 

by NAPLs. 
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2.1 The study area 

2.1.1 Location 

The projected airport is located 30 km south of Lisbon, across the Tagus (on its left bank) in Montijo 

and Alcochete municipalities. The study area includes the airport and the surrounding region as shown 

in Figure 2-1. The study area covers 71.28 km2 on ground. It is bound by the Tagus river on its North, 

West and South boundaries. Its East boundary has been determined based on plans for development 

of airport related infrastructure and services. Another reason for the extent of the study area is, that the 

region beyond the mentioned boundaries is distant from the airport. The influence of that area is 

expected to be negligible on the study area and vice-versa. 

 

Figure 2-1 Location of the study area 
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2.1.2 Climate 

The climate is Hot summer Mediterranean, (Köppen-Geiger-Csa). The cold and wet season starts in 

October. The long-term average annual precipitation is about 800mm. Average monthly temperatures 

vary from 23ºC in August and July to 9ºC in January. This data has been derived from the weather 

station in Alcochete, collected by SNIRH. 

2.1.3 Land cover 

The land cover is mixed as seen in Figure 2-2. The built-up areas consists of towns, industrial areas, 

roads and the airport. There is agricultural land, further divided into pastures, cropped land and agro-

forests. There are drylands with limited vegetation, bushy areas, wetlands, waterbodies and forests. In 

some regions, such categorisation is not clear.  

 

Figure 2-2 Land cover 

2.1.4 Topography 

The elevations range from 0m on the North-west and South-west boundaries, near the river; to 70m 

towards the centre of the study area as seen in Figure 2-3. The slope was calculated(Warmerdam and 

Rouault 1998), seen in Figure 2-4. The slope ranges from 0-15 degrees, with 2 degrees as average. 

So, the terrain is expected of fluvial deposits. 
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Figure 2-3 Topography of the study area 

 

Figure 2-4 Slope variation in the study area  
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2.1.5 Hydrogeology 

The Tejo-Sado Basin hydrogeological unit lies on a large sedimentary basin, elongated in the NE-SW 

direction. Its extent is terminated in the South by the Atlantic Ocean, on the Setúbal Peninsula. It is 

divided into two sub-basins, Lower Tagus tertiary basin and the Alvalade basin. 

Lower Tagus tertiary basin contains three aquifer systems: alluvial system of the Tagus, Tagus-Sado 

right bank and Tagus-Sado left bank. The boundaries between these three units take into account the 

geology and have the Tagus River as a hydraulic boundary  

The study area is a part of the Tagus-Sado (left bank) aquifer system, as seen in Figure 2-5. The left 

bank aquifer system is almost completely covered by Quaternary (Pleistocene and Holocene) and 

Pliocene sediments, with small outcrops of Miocene sediments. Within the study area, only Quaternary 

sediments exist, constituted by recent dunes, recent alluvium and Pleistocene sediments. 

In the study area, the aquifer is sandy but interbedded with clay. Clay exists as lenses. Further, the 

discontinuity in the confining layer is enhanced by the large number of wells in the region, shown in 

Figure 2-7. There are 850 wells in the region, many are poorly constructed or have screens in multiple 

sandy layers. The effect is that in localised areas, deeper parts of the aquifer behave as confined 
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aquifers, but overall, it is a semi-confined to unconfined aquifer. The sediments are of fluvial origin with 

no tectonic influence. They are therefore horizontal, with the oldest sediments at the bottom. 

The hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer system is high. Transmissivity of the region has not been 

quantified but, from studies conducted in nearby Almada, Seixal and Barreiro region, with similar 

geology and conditions, it is expected to be higher than 864 m2/day (Almeida et al. 2000)  

 

Figure 2-5 Tagus-Sado aquifer 

The groundwater broadly, flows towards the river approximately as shown in Figure 2-6. For the entire 

aquifer system, Tagus river is the draining axis.   
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Figure 2-6 Flow direction of groundwater 

2.1.6 Water use 

The water abstracted in this region is used as drinking water supply for 33,000 residents in Montijo and 

Alcochete municipalities. In addition, it is used for all the industry and agriculture in the region. Many 

private boreholes are in use (includes those owned by industries and farmers) as well as municipal 

ones used as drinking water supply. Figure 2-7 shows 850 wells known in the region. It is possible that 

more of them exist. Well-head protection zones are known for the municipal boreholes. Some main 

roads cross the well-head protection zones. One of the well-head protection zones partially lies within 

the airport premises. One of the drinking water wells lies just outside the airport near the river. From all 

these, it can be expected that if the deeper, semi-confined aquifer is contaminated, the contamination 

will reach end users through drinking water or through food, if quality control measures are not taken. 

Water wells are moderately packed and close to the most probable sites of contamination like road 

networks and airport premises. Many of them may not be appropriately built to stop a surface 

contamination from reaching lower aquifers. 
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Figure 2-7 Known wells, well-head protection zones and main roads 

2.2 Airport Contaminants 

2.2.1 Sources and pathways 

Numerous activities at the airport are responsible for a wide variety of contaminants from airports. Re-

fuelling, fuel storage, aircraft maintenance, firefighting and rescue training, anti-icing and de-icing of 

aircraft and runways, combustion of fuels, maintenance of green spaces and sanitation, all these 

activities generate contaminants at the airport. The aforementioned activities can contaminate soil and 

groundwater through numerous pathways (Nunes et al. 2011): 

• Leakage of tanks and underground pipes. The volumes can be very large in the order of 100m3. 

• Surface Runoff from aprons and leakage from the drainage system. 

• Surface spill during firefighting and rescue training 

• Atmospheric deposition of vapours and particulate matter  

A scheme of these pathways can be seen in (Figure 2-8). 
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Figure 2-8 Schematic diagram of contamination sources and pathways at airports 

 

 

Figure 2-9 Reported occurrence of contaminants of concern associated with each origin. F&O: fuels 

and oils, ADAF: anti-icing and de-icing fluids, PFC: perfluoro chemicals (Nunes et al. 2011) 

The most commonly reported airport contaminants and their pathways of entering soil and 

groundwater are shown in Figure 2-9. They are mostly either hydrocarbons or heavy metals. 
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In the present study, the work is focused on the hydrocarbons. Hydrocarbons may exist in soil dissolved 

in water, in adsorbed phase, gaseous state, or as NAPL. 

After entering the soil-groundwater system, hydrocarbon transport underground depends on the 

following fluid properties (Wheaton 2016): 

• viscosity,  

• density,  

• surface tension,  

• interfacial tensions,  

• solubility, 

• half-life, 

• NAPL-water-gas partitioning properties. 

2.2.2 Threats to human health 

There is a wide variety of contaminants. While some contaminants are not known to be dangerous, the 

effects of some others are not completely known, and some others are known for being carcinogens 

and endocrine disruptors. The effects depend on time of exposure and concentrations, but they can 

cause long term damage to health. They can reach end users through inhalation of their vapours in air, 

through contaminated water or through food grown using contaminated water. When ingested through 

drinking water and contaminated food, they may bioaccumulate. In case of groundwater contamination, 

the threat posed by a contaminant increases if it has a high mobility in water and is resistant to 

degradation like in Perfluorochemicals (PFC). Some common carcinogenic and endocrine disrupting 

airport contaminants are (Nunes et al. 2011).  

1. Benzene 

2. Perfluorochemicals (PFC) 

3. Trichloroethylene (TCE) 

4. Tetrachloromethane 

Of these, the first two have the strongest evidence of being carcinogenic. Trichloroethylene is a 

carcinogen, and is also known to harm to developing foetuses, the endocrine system and nervous 

system. According to drinking water regulations by the US EPA, TCE concentrations should not exceed 

5 ppb (US ATDSR 2015). According to WHO guidelines, it should be less than 20 µg/L. In Montijo, TCE 

concentrations from five boreholes are available measured 5 months apart in 2018. The concentrations 

were less than 0.2 ppb or 1.5 µg/L. Five months later they reduced to less than 0.6 ppb or 0.5 µg/L, 

therefore below US EPA’s and WHO regulations. 

Long term exposure of BTEX, specifically Benzene is known to cause leukaemia, and may disrupt the 

endocrine system and cause birth defects and childhood cancer. According to drinking water regulations 

by the US EPA, TCE concentrations should not exceed 5 ppb (US EPA 2009). According to WHO 
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guidelines, no safe concentration can be recommended. In Montijo, BTEX concentrations from five 

boreholes are available, and the concentrations were less than 0.22 ppb or 1.6 µg/L, hence below US 

EPA’s regulation. 

2.3 Background water quality 

Alkalinity, Chloride, nitrate, sulphate and dissolved hydrocarbon concentrations were chosen to 

characterise the background chemical composition of groundwater of the area. Chemical analyses were 

available for 11 boreholes from the deeper aquifers used for public water supply. Figure 2-10 shows 

the average concentrations of the selected contaminants and their variation. The plotted data was 

collected within a span of two months, between August 2018 and October 2018. The sulphate 

concentration indicated an outlier of 1600 mg/L in one of the boreholes, but that has not been shown 

because its high value would compromise the graph visualisation. 

Chloride also showed an anomalous value of 440 mg/L. Nitrate concentrations generally stayed below 

10mg/L. Hydrocarbon concentrations were generally below 0.01mg/L, a few boreholes displayed 0.05 

mg/L. One borehole was contaminated, its hydrocarbon concentration was 0.4 mg/L. 

Contamination was seen in three boreholes. Two were contaminated with sulphate, with 310 and 160 

mg/L, and the third borehole was contaminated with hydrocarbons, as mentioned before. The water is 

oxidising with a neutral pH between 6.5 and 7.1. 
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Figure 2-10 Background water quality of the study area,  

2.4 Interaction of NAPLs with soil and groundwater 

The objective is to simulate flow of NAPLs through soil and groundwater in case there is a fuel leakage 

or accidental spill on the surface. Fuels are a mixture of a variety of hydrocarbons with different physical 

properties- LNAPLs, DNAPLs, volatile organic compounds, water soluble hydrocarbons, as well as 

some heavy metals. Hydrocarbons infiltrate into the ground by gravitational and capillary forces 

(Wheaton 2016; Katyal, Kaluarachchi, and Parker 1991). They can be removed from the soil-

groundwater system by degradation, pumping out of mobile NAPLs and vapour extraction (Huling and 

Weaver 1991; Newell et al. 1995). If at a location, oil infiltrates into the soil, fractions of the components 

will split into different phases with time, according to equilibrium conditions and partitioning coefficients. 

Some components will volatilise, some will partially dissolve in soil water, others will exist as 

undissolved liquids or even solids (waxes). The concentrations in water will differ based on solubility of 

the components and the kinetics of dissolution. With time, the undissolved part of the oil will also 

differentiate based on physical properties of the components. Differences in density and viscosity will 

cause different flow rates. Differences in interfacial tension with water, adhesive forces with mineral 

grains, density differences will separate the components through differences in retention on mineral 

grains and capillary rise.  
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Regarding the hydrocarbons, this work is limited to Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (NAPLs) or 

undissolved liquids. This is because hydrocarbons are the most commonly reported contaminants at 

airports and are specific to its activities. Although hydrocarbons exist in many phases, large volumes 

enter the soil as NAPLs and then change into other phases that contaminate groundwater. 

As the oil flows down and encounters different materials, the differences between the components will 

get more pronounced. Interactions of each component with its surrounding material will differ with 

materials depending on mineral grain properties. Some materials will readily imbibe NAPLs and drain 

out water (oil-wet), others prefer to retain water on the grain surfaces (water-well). Some materials may 

retain greater saturations of NAPLs, in dead end pores and on the surfaces of sediment grains, for 

example in clay (Wheaton 2016; Schlumberger 2016). In porous media, the volume of NAPL retained 

in these conditions are in residual saturations and therefore immobile. This means that they cannot be 

extracted by pumping and their flow is not controlled by gravity. Residual NAPLs can pose a long-term 

threat. They can continuously dissolve into infiltrating water and leach into groundwater. NAPLs may 

volatise and their vapours may also dissolve in groundwater. If mobile NAPLs are not removed promptly, 

they may undergo smearing. If the water table rises temporarily, say during the wet season, the mobile 

NAPL that exists is narrow regions at high saturations will spread over a thick region underground, but 

with residual saturations. The product will be a thicker contaminated layer that is difficult to remediate 

(Newell et al. 1995). They will flow downwards in the unsaturated zone, and spread laterally if they 

encounter an impermeable layer there (Huntley and Beckett 2002). 

The next level of differentiation comes at the water table. Here, the differences between LNAPLs and 

DNAPLS is most pronounced. DNAPLs being denser than water try sink to the bottom of the aquifer or 

get accumulated on top of impermeable lens that they may encounter in their downward flow path. The 

conceptual model of DNAPL flow through complex-interbedded geology as is being studied in this thesis 

is shown in Figure 2-11. Although in the thesis, the effects of small lenses have been omitted to suit the 

scale of the model, the concept shown is of consequence at the local scale. 

 LNAPLs tend float above the water the water table, on the capillary fringe. However, it may displace 

some water below the capillary fringe and water table depending on weight of the overlying NAPL and 

capillary forces until hydraulic equilibrium has been achieved. LNAPL flow in simplified geology is shown 

in Figure 2-12. 
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Figure 2-11 Flow and transport of DNAPLs from surface, through vadose zone and impermeable 

lenses until the impermeable base of an unconfined aquifer (Huling and Weaver 1991) 

 

Figure 2-12 Flow and transport of LNAPLs through a simplified stratigraphy (Newell et al. 1995)
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

3 Methodology 

This chapter demonstrates in condensed form, the steps that led to the MOFAT model simulation. It 

includes the stratigraphic model along with its creation, the model inputs, and creation of depth maps, 

and contaminated strata maps. 
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3.1 Conceptual model 

The study area was selected as shown in Figure 2-1. The area is limited by natural boundaries, namely 

by the Tagus river, with exception to its east boundary. That has been determined based on: 

• Plans for development of airport-related infrastructure and services. 

• Influence of the airport beyond the boundary being negligible due to the large distance between 

them. 

The area is constituted by sediments of recent fluvial deposits, with no tectonic activity. So, the layer 

interfaces is considered to be flat or have localised gentle slopes. Lenses are present but the ones with 

small thickness have been eliminated in order to simplify the geology complexity. None of the bedding 

planes in the resultant stratigraphic model have a slope higher than 5 degrees. 

In the simulation, the aquifer will be treated as an unconfined aquifer because of the large number of 

discontinuities in the confining layer. The clay layer occurs as discontinuous lenses, and even the clay 

lenses are interrupted by a dense network of wells that have screens in all the productive layers. 

Effectively, the well cuts through the clay layers the connects all the aquifers in which it has screens. 

This is prevalent in wells used for agriculture or other purposes that require large abstractions. 

The water table is assumed to be aligned with the topography. In the simulation, it lies at a depth of 5m 

throughout a simulation time of 400 days. It is known that the water table in the region is at shallow 

depths, 2-5m. Both saturated and unsaturated zones have been considered. 

The aquifer is semi-confined, and the groundwater flows westwards into the Tagus. Although this 

information is not directly used in the simulation, it can be used to draw some conclusions from the 

simulation results. 

The contaminations pressures that are specific to airports are mainly due to hydrocarbons and heavy 

metals. These substances are toxic to humans. Around airports, they may reach the end users through 

air, as vapours, or through food and drinking water. The contaminants that emanate from an airport 

display a wide variety of physical and chemical properties. They are introduced in the environment by 

operational and maintenance activities at the airport and have different pathways of entering the soil-

groundwater system. Leaking pipes, drains and tanks in airport premises can discharge large volumes 

of contaminants into soil and groundwater; during firefighting training, combustibles and extinguishers 

are spilt directly into the soil; atmospheric deposition deposits hydrocarbon vapours and particulate 

matter in a relatively large area. 

Outside the airport premises, large amounts of fuels and chemicals, to be used at the airport will be 

transported. Tankers and pipelines are commonly used for this purpose. They are subject to risks of 

accidents and leaks. Other than that, it is also expected to be affected by atmospheric deposition to 

some extent. 
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3.2 Stratigraphic modelling 

3.2.1 Obtaining borehole information 

Reliable data about wells in Montijo and Alcochete municipalities was obtained from private drilling 

companies, and the municipalities. The data contained a lot of information about the wells, but the 

following is most relevant to the purpose of this thesis: 

• X-Y coordinates of the wells  

• depth of each borehole 

• Bore logs in terms of depth of the bottom of each layer and its material.  

Note: material identification on field is subjective and can be a source of uncertainty. 

Particularly, if the information was collected by different individuals as is the case here. 

The data has been obtained from various companies. 

• Depth of the screens. It has been observed that screens in the wells have been installed in 

confined sandy layers. 

3.2.2 Obtaining the DEM 

The SRTM- 1 Arc Second Digital Elevation model was downloaded from USGS earth Explorer. It has a 

resolution of 25.7m resolution. It is expected that the resolution of the DEM would be 30m. However, 

that is applicable only to equatorial regions. The resolution of SRTM is 1-Arc second, an angular 

measurement around the geographical north-south axis. Since the Earth is round, the circumference 

around this axis reduces from the equator to the poles. So, the same angular distance covers lesser 

ground distance away from the equator.  

The area of each tile is close to 9700 km2. The study area is much smaller, but it lies on the boundary 

of two tiles. Both the tiles were downloaded, merged and projected to Lisboa Hayford IGeoE projection. 

This is the projection that will be used for all GIS related procedures.  This merged digital raster was 

then clipped to cover only the study area.  

3.2.3 Preparing boreholes to be added to GMS 

Bore logs from the known wells were used to model the stratigraphy of the area, using GMS 10.4 -64 

bit version (Aquaveo 2019) . For that, borehole information is required in the form of X-Y-Z locations of 

the top of each layer along with its material. GMS then groups the layers with the same XY locations 

into a single borehole and arranges the layers according to the elevations. The following steps were 

followed: 
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1. XY coordinates of all available boreholes were plotted. All boreholes lying outside the study 

area were clipped out. A total of 98 boreholes were inside the study area as seen in Figure 3-1. 

They were used for stratigraphic modelling. 

2. Elevation of the top of each of these boreholes was obtained. The elevations were derived from 

the DEM values at those points using the point sampling tool in QGIS. 

3. GMS input requires all layers in all boreholes to be listed as separate entities. In the list, the XY 

coordinates, elevation of the top interface of the layer, and a numerical material id is required 

for every layer.  

4. The bore log information was processed accordingly. For every layer, XY coordinates were 

obtained from the boreholes they were located in. 

5. From the surface elevation of the borehole and depth of the layers’ bottom, the elevation of the 

top of each layer in every borehole was obtained.  

6. A look up table was created to assign a numerical id to each material. The materials described 

in the layers were assigned the appropriate number.  

7. All the layers in all the boreholes were compiled as a list and converted to text file in the format 

“borehole number, X, Y, Z of the top of the layer, material number”  

 

Figure 3-1 Boreholes with reliable information available, within the study area 
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3.2.4 Stratigraphic modelling in GMS 

The stratigraphic model will demonstrate the layering of the different materials in the study area. That 

will have an impact on the flow of oil, and water.  It should be simplified enough to model the behaviours 

of fluid over the study area and draw conclusions at the appropriate areal scale. However, it should not 

completely ignore the areal and vertical heterogeneity. It should also follow general principals of 

geology. The layering is horizontal and continuous as far as possible. Smaller lenses have been 

eliminated. The following steps were followed: 

• The projection of the GMS project was set appropriately. 

• The borehole file was added to GMS. It displayed the boreholes and their material layering. 

• Out of the 98, 21 boreholes were removed because they were closely clustered as seen in 

Figure 3-2. That would make visualisation of cross-sections difficult, without adding useful 

information. 

• In the ‘materials’ section of GMS, the material numbers were assigned names as previously 

decided in the look up table, and a unique colour.  

• All layers with thickness of 3m or less were eliminated to make the layers more orderly. After 

this filtration, the occurrence of clayey sand dropped to two boreholes from eight. Sandy-clay 

was observed in 1 borehole even without filtration, and conglomerate was observed in two. 

Since these rarely occurring layers would not have formed extensive layers, their influence 

would be small and localised. That is not the amount of detail required for this thesis’ purpose. 

So, they were eliminated, and merged into layers above or below, most similar to them.  

• These boreholes exhibited dominantly sand and clay. In some boreholes, there was marl and 

limestone, usually in association with each other and clay. The contacts between the different 

strata of sand and clay were indistinct. The layers were separated by a transition zone with 

gradational interbedding.  

To simplify and reduce the number of materials, the layers were classified into three 

categories, namely, sand, clay and marl. 

o  Fine, medium and coarse sands, gravel as well as sandstone were clubbed as a single 

category ‘sand’ with properties of clean medium sand.  

o The category ‘clay’ included clay and sometimes fine sand, if it was present within a clayey 

unit, or would violate stratigraphy rules if categorised otherwise.  

o The category ‘marl’ included marls, limestones and clays associated with them.  

The limestones are most probably argillaceous limestones, inferring from their close 

association with marls and interbedding with clays. In that case, there is little difference 

between them and marls. This justifies them being categorised as marls. 
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• The boreholes exhibited alternating sand and clay strata, so a sequence of deposition was 

established. For that, first, the boreholes at the highest elevations were observed. Their top 

layers consisted of the broad sand category. This layer was named sand 1, and it was 

established that it would be the top-most layer in the stratigraphic sequence. Then the bottoms 

of the deepest boreholes were observed. The bottom layers consisted of marls with a clay 

layer above them. Boreholes with marl present were few and in a localised area in the south 

of the study area. In other deep boreholes the bottom layer was clay. Therefore, it was 

established that the Marl will be the lowest in the entire sequence and clay the second lowest.  

• The boreholes were edited, in such a way that when cross-sections between them were 

constructed, the layering would fall in the sequence sand1-clay1-sand2-clay2-sand3-clay3-

marl (top to bottom). The boreholes were edited considering the layers’ vertical boundaries, 

as well as the neighbouring boreholes so that continuous layers could be formed. For 

example, if the boundary between sand and clay layer in a borehole was not distinct, several 

surrounding boreholes were observed, and they usually exhibited a similar condition.  They 

were collectively edited so that the bedding contact was placed at approximately the same 

elevation. 

• After editing the boreholes, horizons were assigned and cross-sections were constructed 

automatically. The cross-sections were then individually fine-tuned as seen in Figure 3-3. 

• The cross-sections were used to construct solids, with the top surface bound by a TIN 

developed from the DEM, and bottom boundaries of the solid determined by that of the 

boreholes’ bottoms. 
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Figure 3-2 Boreholes used for stratigraphic modelling 

 

Figure 3-3 Cross-sections derived from edited boreholes (2.5x vertical exaggeration) 
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3.2.5 Stratigraphy model observations and result 

The depths of the 77 boreholes ranged from 64m to 307m with the average being 137m. The 

boreholes exhibited dominantly sand and clay. In some boreholes, there was marl, and limestone, 

usually in association with each other and clay.  The resultant stratigraphic solids can be seen in 

Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5. The cross-sections derived from the solids have been shown in Figure 

3-6. 

 

 

Figure 3-4 Plan view of the stratigraphic model 
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Figure 3-5 Oblique view of the stratigraphic model (4x exaggeration) 

 

 

Figure 3-6 Cross-sections derived from stratigraphy solids (4x vertical exaggeration) 
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3.3 Simulation description 

Vulnerability is a property of the aquifer, and it varies with location. So, instead of a single pressure 

inside the airport premises, the entire study area has been subjected to the same worst-case accident 

in the simulation to allow comparability between locations. According to the scenario, NAPL in a regular 

35m3 capacity tanker has been spilled on the ground. This volume has been spilt over a 5m x 5m 

surface area. The NAPL has not been cleaned and has been allowed to infiltrate for 400 days at 0m 

head on the surface (water equivalent height). It has not been subjected to leaching by rainfall. Under 

these conditions, its flow has been simulated.  

Only vertical flow of oil and water has been considered. It can satisfactorily answer the question “will 

NAPLs deposited on the surface travel downwards and contaminate drinking water there? if so, where 

and in how in approximately much time?” 

A realistic contamination would have a mixture of DNAPLs, LNAPLs along with other phases, but for 

the purpose of the modelling, they have been considered separately. There are two scenarios, one 

each for DNAPLs and LNAPLs. Since DNAPLs and LNAPLs are a wide category, they have been 

represented by trichloroethylene (TCE), and BTEX respectively. This is because they are the most 

commonly reported hydrocarbons in their respective categories, in airports (Figure 2-9). 

BTEX is a group of four benzene derivatives, benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and Xylene, with similar 

physical and chemical properties. So, the physical properties of BTEX as entered in the model, are that 

of a liquid with equal parts of each compound. This liquid has the physical properties of a mixture of the 

four compounds, calculated using standard procedures. In cases where such calculation was not 

possible like in interfacial tension, and surface tension, an average value was taken.  

The domain of the problem is a vertical section with the water table at a constant depth of 5m. There is 

a single column that extends from the surface until the bottom of the stratigraphic model. This column 

has layers of different materials in accordance with the stratigraphic model. Oil flow proceeds according 

to pressure-potential heads and capillary heads, as governed by the fluids (oil and water), and their 

interaction with the surrounding materials. Over the whole study area, 72 such simulations have been 

run at equidistant points. The points lie on a square grid, with 1km distance between adjacent points, 

as shown in Figure 3-7. Total 144 simulations have been run with two scenarios. 
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Figure 3-7 Locations of simulation for each scenario 

3.4 Governing principals of flow 

The model used is MOFAT, developed by Virginia Polytechnic Institute, and recommended by the US 

EPA (Weaver and Charbeneau 1994; Wilson and Chapelle 1998). It is a two-dimensional finite element 

program for multiphase flow and multicomponent transport (Katyal, Kaluarachchi, and Parker 1991). 

The scope of the thesis is limited to non-reactive multiphase flow of water and NAPLs. In the model, 

liquids are assumed to be incompressible. 

The flow is governed by pressure and elevation heads. The hydraulic gradients in direction j (vertical in 

our case) are calculated separately for oil and water. To make them comparable, NAPLs head, including 

pressure and elevation heads are calculated as water equivalent heads. Conductivity Kpij is calculated 

for both water and oil in each element i, for direction j. It depends on the phase’s saturation (none of 

the phases have 100% saturation), soil and fluid properties. Then Darcy velocity of each phase is 

calculated as per Equation 1. Then, saturation changes are calculated using Darcy velocity using 

Equation 2. The term R in these set of equations denotes mass added or removed from the phase in 

the element due to phase change. Further details can be found in MOFAT manual (Katyal, 

Kaluarachchi, and Parker 1991). 
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Equation 1 Phase dependent Darcy velocity for element i, in direction j, for phase p 

 

Equation 2 Rate of change of phase volume per unit porous media volume for element i, for phases w 

(water), o (oil) and a(air) 

 

A part of the pressure head is the phase’s capillary head, rest is determined by pressure and elevation. 

The classic van Genuchten model (van Genuchten 1980) gives water saturations and capillary pressure 

heads using curve scaling parameters dependent on the porous media. This is used to calculate initial 

heads and saturations. 

The classic air-water van Genuchten model has been modified for 3-phases, oil-water and air systems. 

In addition to properties of the porous media, it combines surface tensions and interfacial tensions 

between the involved phases (Kaluarachchi and Parker 1989). This set of three equations are used 

after the introduction of oil. For this, the fraction of pore volume occupied by immobile oil is required. 

MOFAT uses empirical equations to calculate that as given by (Land 1968). 

The phase conductivity is derived from relative phase permeabilities, saturated water conductivity and 

phase viscosity. The relative phase permeability for NAPL is dependent on water and total liquid 

saturations, that are not part of the immobile saturations. The relative phase permeability relationships 

that have been used in MOFAT correspond to the three-phase van Genuchten model. They have been 

further adjusted to account for effects of oil entrapment.(Lenhard, Parker, and Kaluarachchi 1991) 
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3.5 MOFAT Model inputs 

3.5.1 Project units 

The units of the model should be strictly observed while entering data. It is not possible to select units 

of measurement. The units of mass are kg; of time, is day. There is a choice between m and cm for 

length units, but once chosen, they need to be used consistently throughout the input file. Metres was 

chosen as the unit for length. All the derived values should conform to the above units. 

3.5.2 Spatial discretisation and model mesh 

A columnar domain is divided in many cells of dimensions 5m x 5m. The number of cells were as many 

as are required to completely cover the thickness of the stratigraphic model at the location of the 

simulation. These cells are ‘elements’ and their corners are ‘nodes’. Since the model was to be 

discretised into 5m cells, the depth of the boreholes was rounded to the nearest depth divisible by 5. 

Similar adjustments were made for the depths of the layers’ boundaries in the boreholes. Figure 3-8 

shows an example of a mesh, numbering conventions and materials’ arrangement in the mesh. 

 

Figure 3-8 Example of a mesh. Element number shown in red, node number in purple. pink cells-sand 

1, green cells-sand 2 

3.5.3 Boundary conditions 

MOFAT provides the option of constant head boundaries (Type 1) or constant flux boundaries (Type 

2). The type of boundary needs to be specified for both the fluids separately. If it is not specified for a 

fluid at a location, by default, zero flux boundary is assumed by the model. Because the water table is 

located 5m below the surface, all the nodes at or deeper than 5m, were type 1 boundaries for water, 

and zero flux for oils. Taking the example of Figure 3-8, that would be all the nodes except 11 and 12. 

The head keeps increasing by 5m at subsequent deeper nodes. A constant oil head (water equivalent 
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height) of 0m is applied at nodes 11 and 12. Because that is the site of infiltration. The pressure head 

of water increases linearly with depth, despite the presence of a confining clay layer in the stratigraphic 

model. This is because it is known that at the regional level, it is an unconfined to semi-confined aquifer. 

So, it is being treated as unconfined. The clay lenses are difficult to represent in the stratigraphic model. 

To avoid sudden oscillations in computation, that could lead to non-convergence, it is advisable to ‘ramp 

up’ infiltrating oil heads over a short time. In the initial oil free condition, the oil head on the surface 

nodes is a small negative value. It is the h0
crit of the oil. It is calculated by MOFAT as per the three-

phase van Genuchten model. It is indicated as initial conditions when the model input file is run to echo 

the input. The boundary condition schedule was entered is shown in Table 3-1. The head changes 

linearly between the mentioned time periods 

Table 3-1 Boundary condition of constant head oil infiltration 

Time (days) Oil head at top node (m) 

0 h0
crit 

0.005 0 

400 0 

 

3.5.4 Fluid properties 

The fluid properties entered in MOFAT have been given in Table 3-2. All the parameters’ values have 

been standardised to those of water, as is required by the model. Viscosity describes the resistance to 

flow experienced by fluids due to friction between layers of fluids flowing past each other. Specific 

viscosity of a fluid is that value divided by that of water. Relative gravity is the mass density of a fluid 

divided by that of water at 4 degree Celsius. 

βao is the fluid’s surface tension divided by that of water. 

βao is the interfacial tension between the fluid and water, divided by the surface tension of water. 

All the values have been obtained from the MOFAT manual. 

Table 3-2 Fluid parameter values for BTEX and TCE (all dimensionless) 

Symbol Parameter BTEX TCE 

η Specific viscosity 0.7510 0.5900 

ρ Relative gravity 0.8728 1.4640 

βao Capillary pressure curve scaling parameters 2.4884 2.4867 

βow Capillary pressure curve scaling parameters 2.1520 1.5339 
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3.5.5 Soil Properties 

Three materials were added as per the stratigraphic model. Their properties have been given in Table 

3-3. Unlike vertical conductivity, horizontal conductivity Kx is not going to be used by the model. 

However, since the code has been designed for 2-D modelling, it needs to be entered. For marls all 

parameters other than conductivity have been taken as the same as clay because little information 

about them was available. It is known that marls are lime-rich clays or lime rich mudstones. Therefore, 

they are assumed to have properties similar clay. The conductivity was taken to be that of deep marine 

clays, because both have similar composition and depositional environment.  

Apparent irreducible water saturation is the saturation of water that is held by adhesive forces and 

locked in dead-end pores. 

Water and oil create a film around the mineral grains due to adhesion with particles. Depending on the 

nature of particles, it may ‘prefer’ imbibing oil (oil-wet) or water (water-wet) This property is called 

wettability. The thickness of the film depends on the viscosity. Suppose there is a porous media 

completely saturated with oil1. For water to get imbibed, oil needs to be displaced from the grain’s 

surface, either by replacing oil at the surface or by thinning the oil film. Water will be imbibed until no 

more oil can be displaced without adding a suction pressure. This irreducible oil saturation is Smax
or. At 

this point, oil is immobile under ordinary pressure heads, until more oil is imbibed (Land 1968; Wheaton 

2016). Therefore, Smax
or is a property of the sediments, that depends on its wettability, heterogeneity, 

and viscosity of the oil. An oil-wet material has a larger Smax
or. 

This parameter needs to be tested in the lab and information is unavailable. It is not feasible to find, 

due to stratigraphic generalisation. So, a value on the upper part of the range (0.15-0.35) given in the 

manual was taken into account for heterogeneity in the stratigraphic model. 

The van Genuchten curve fitting parameters are α and n (both air-water capillary retention parameters). 

The parameter n does not show much variation among sediment types, but in turn, α does. It should be 

ideally calculated using field parameters. However, with the stratigraphic simplification, it is not feasible.  

  

 

1 Residual oil saturation after imbibition depend on initial saturations, maximum if it was 1 initially.  
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Table 3-3 Soil parameter values for sand clay and marl, (Katyal, Kaluarachchi, and Parker 1991) 

Symbol Parameter Sand Clay Marl 

Kz saturated conductivity to water in the vertical direction 21.3000 0.0144 0.0005 

Kx saturated conductivity to water in the horizontal direction 7.1000 0.0048 0.0002 

φ total soil porosity 0.4300 0.3600 0.3600 

Sm apparent irreducible water saturation 0.0900 0.1900 0.1900 

Smax
or maximum residual oil saturation for water imbibition 0.3000 0.300 0.3000 

α van Genuchten air-water capillary retention parameters 14.5000 0.500 0.5000 

n van Genuchten air-water capillary retention parameters 2.7000 1.100 1.1000 

3.5.6 Termination of simulation, time and convergence criteria 

The simulation terminates if either of the conditions are met: 

1. Maximum number of time steps have been completed. In the simulation, it is 1000.  

• The size of a time step can vary between 0.0005 days and 0.5 days, depending on the 

number of iterations required for solution.  

• It is varied by a time incremental factor that may range between 1.01 and 1.05. In the 

simulations, 1.02 was found to be the best for convergence. 

2. Maximum simulation time has passed. In the simulation, it is 400 days. 

3. Cumulative change in NAPL volume has reached the maximum infiltration limit of 7m3. 

• 35 m3 on 5x5 m2, so 7m3 on 5m x 1m (1m in the third dimension of the columnar domain) 

4. All the cells have converged, and a solution has been obtained. The convergence criteria have 

been listed in Table 3-4 along with other conditions. 

• Time weighing factor is not required, since transport is not being considered. 

• The same absolute convergence limit and relative convergence limit is applicable to all 

phases. While calculating the flow solution at a node, they are required to determine 

the acceptable difference between an iteration and the one before it, to qualify it as 

‘converged’. The acceptable difference depends on the head in the previous iteration 

along with the convergence limits. If the difference is equal to or lower than the 

determined value, the solution for the node considered has been obtained. 

• upstream weighing coefficient is used to reduce non-linearity of flow. Its value can 

range between 0 and 1. 1 was found to be the best for convergence. 

5. At any node, convergence doesn’t occur within maximum iterations. In the simulation, it is 100. 
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Table 3-4 Termination, time control and convergence criteria 

parameter value 

Maximum iterations for each node 100 

Maximum number of time-steps 1000 

Minimum time step 0.0005 days 

Maximum time step 0.5 days 

Time increment factor 1.02 

Maximum simulation time 400 days 

Time weighing factor 1 

Absolute convergence limit for all fluid heads 0.1m 

Relative convergence limit for all phases 0.001 

Upstream weighing coefficient for flow 1 

Maximum cumulative oil intake 7m3 

3.6 Depth Maps 

3.6.1 Reading the depth 

The model output indicates the following: 

• saturations of water, oil and air (initially) at each node,  

• time of the observation,  

• total volume of oil and water in the domain.  

The conditions of two nodes at the same depth are usually the same. Their values apply to the cell just 

beneath them. Example in Figure 3-8, if nodes 9 and 10 show 0.9 water saturation, it means that 

element 4 has 90% water saturation. The condition is applied to the centre of the element. Cell number 

5 is 5m thick, the centre of cell 4 is 2.5m from its node. So, it is interpreted as “the saturation of water 

at 7.5m depth is 90%.” 

3.6.1.1 Criteria to designate ‘NAPL present’ 

If the saturation of oil at a node was equal to, or more than 1%, the element underneath it was 

considered contaminated. Lower saturations can be due to computational adjustments made by the 

model within tolerable range and were therefore neglected. 
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3.6.1.2 Precautions 

It is possible to misidentify contaminated elements. Some indications of error are as follows: 

• The value at the adjacent node (at the same depth) is not the same. 

• The oil saturations at higher nodes is lower (nodes closer to the surface). 

• The total infiltrated oil volume exceeds the maximum infiltration limit of 7m3. 

3.6.2 Interpolation 

The simulation was run at 72 points shown in Figure 3-7, and their readings recorded. The points at 

which the model converged were plotted on the map as an XY scatter plot in GMS, along their depths 

as dataset. They were interpolated to a raster, covering the study area, with the same cell size as the 

DEM, 25.7m.  

Ordinary kriging was used for interpolating the depths to the map. The variogram was modelled using 

the spherical model. The product was a depth map with 25.7m resolution. 

3.7 Contaminated strata maps 

This process combined information from the stratigraphic model with depth map. The raster calculator 

tool in QGIS was used:  

• The depth raster was subtracted from the DEM raster. This gave an elevation map of the oil 

front, as a raster. 

• The horizons of the stratigraphic solid in GMS, were imported to QGIS, and converted to raster. 

Horizons denote the elevation of a strata’s top surface, and its material. 

• If at a location, the elevation of the oil front is lower than the surface, it was assigned ‘level 1’, 

it means that the oil has entered the topmost strata. 

• If at a location, the elevation of the oil front is lower than the top of ‘clay1’ in the stratigraphic 

model, it was assigned ‘level 2’, it means that the oil has entered the confining clay layer. 

• If at a location, the elevation of the oil front is lower than the top of ‘sand2’ in the stratigraphic 

model, it was assigned ‘level 3’, it means that the oil has entered the confined sandy aquifer. 

• Similar procedure was repeated for the older and deeper layers, but in none of the cases, the 

oil front had reached such depths. 

• The level 1, level 2 and level 3 maps were overlain on each other. There were regions where 

level 1 was not covered by either of the other 2 maps. In those regions, the oil has only entered 

the top unconfined sand layer or ‘sand1’. 

This overlain map is the contaminated strata map. 
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Chapter 4 

Results and Discussion 
 

4 Results and Discussion 

This chapter focuses on the observations obtained from the simulation. The depth travelled by the 

considered contaminants, evolution of saturation profiles and the strata encountered by them, according 

to the stratigraphic model.  

It concludes with broad interpretations, limitations, and recommendations regarding management and 

further research.
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4.1 Saturation profile, time variation, and their controls. 

An understanding of saturations and the governing processes of NAPL flow is important for 

management and remediation. Mobile NAPLs, that are not present in dead end pores or tightly held by 

adhesive forces can be easily pumped out. Residual saturations pose a long-term contamination threat, 

that is difficult to remediate. In a 1D simulation, flow of a NAPL is governed by: 

• head differences (water height equivalent pressure & elevation heads, capillary 

pressure heads) 

• boundary conditions 

• fluid properties, (density, viscosity, surface tension, interfacial tension with water) 

• Depth of the water table  

• differences in material properties and their relative arrangement 

In each scenario, for a selected NAPL, the first four conditions are the same for all the simulated 

boreholes. Differences among them arise from the fifth condition. Since the depth of the unsaturated 

zone is constant, there are four layer arrangements relative to the water table and each other. They 

govern the depth travelled by the contaminants, their travel time and saturations at different positions. 

The four layer arrangements have been defined in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1 Layer configurations with respect to the water table 

 Saturated Zone 

 

 Sand Clay 

Sand Type 1 Type 2 

Clay Type 3 Type 4 

 

4.1.1 Type 1 sand in both saturated and vadose zones 

Initially, oil saturation is 0, the observable 15m column consists entirely of sand. Below 5m depth, the 

saturation is 100% due to the water table. Between 0 and 5 m is an unsaturated sand layer with 9% 

water saturation.Error! Reference source not found. The water saturations are low primarily 

because sand, with its large effective pore radius, retains less water at a given Matric potential 

(Nimmo 2004; van Genuchten 1980). The initial and final saturations of the oils and water are shown 

for different depths in Table 4-2. 
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4.1.1.1 Light Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids, as represented by 

BTEX 

When BTEX infiltrates, it fills up the airspaces in the pores of the unsaturated zone, which is 

approximately 91%. There is no saturation difference in the initial water saturation. Since the initial 

water saturation consists of residual water content due to adhesion between water and soil grains and 

that inside dead-end pores, it cannot be removed without additional suction pressure. 

If the oil release is large enough, it will reach the water table. Most of it floats on above the saturated 

zone. Some of it moves inside small interconnected pores in sand due to weight of the overlying 

NAPL and due to capillary forces, that depend on interfacial tension between oil and water, effective 

pore radius and wettability of the material. MOFAT uses empirical equations given by (Land 1968) 

and a modification of the van Genuchten model (van Genuchten 1980; Katyal, Kaluarachchi, and 

Parker 1991). The oil saturation increases in the sand layer until either no more oil is left to infiltrate, 

or until oil cannot displace more water. It can be because there are limited thin capillaries to exert 

downward force on the NAPL. Downward forces on the NAPLs are balanced by the upward buoyant 

force exrerted by water (Huntley and Beckett 2002).  

In the 5-10m cell, the saturation stagnates at 7%, which can be explained by attainment of equilibrium 

because no more oil infiltrates despite more of it being available. Compared to clay, there are fewer 

and shorter capillaries in sand fine enough to allow progression of oil, against buoyant forces, this 

limits the depth reached by the NAPL. The oil travels through sand is quite fast. The influx stagnates 

within 1 day.  

4.1.1.2 Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids, as represented by 

Trichloroethylene (TCE) 

The mechanisms of DNAPL transport are similar in the unsaturated zone, but largely influenced by 

gravity rather than capillarity in the saturated zone. Since it is not limited by buoyancy, it tends to sink 

to the aquifer bottom. All oil is absorbed within 1 day, which prevents its further progression. The 

saturation profile between 0-5m is similar. 91% oil saturation in the unsaturated zone, and 18% in the 

5-10m cell, after which the oil infiltration stops due to attainment of maximum oil volume. 
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Table 4-2 Time variation of Saturation profiles, and total infiltrated volumes for type 1 configuration 
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4.1.2 Type 2 unsaturated sand layer on saturated clay  

Initially, oil saturation is 0. Below the water table, which is at 5m depth, the material is clay and with 

100% saturation. Between 0 and 5 m is an unsaturated sand layer with 9% water saturation. The 

water saturations are low primarily because sand, with its large effective pore radius, retains less 

water at a given matric potential (Nimmo 2004; van Genuchten 1980). The changing saturations of 

the oils and water are shown for different depths and times in Table 4-3. 

4.1.2.1 Light Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids, as represented by 

BTEX 

When BTEX infiltrates, it fills up the airspaces in the pores of the unsaturated zone, which is 

approximately 91%. There is no saturation difference in the initial water saturation.  

In the 5-10m cell the saturation stagnates at 13%. The oil has displaced as much water as it could. Rest 

of the water is tightly held by adhesive forces and in dead end pores. In the clayey region capillary 

forces play an important role. There are abundant thin capillaries in which oil may displace water, oil 

can also be stored in dead-end pores where water has been displaced. If the capillaries are 

interconnected, the depth attained by oil in individual capillaries is limited by capillary equilibrium. In this 

case, displacement of water in clay is enhanced by the weight NAPL in the sandy region. With time oil 

continues to flow deeper, and saturations increase. After 400 days the saturation stagnates at 6% 

because all the volume from the spill has been absorbed. Therefore, the oil front is limited to the third 

cell or at 12.5m depth. The process is slow even at microscopic level, because downward forces are 

opposed by friction of the grains as well as by upward buoyant forces (Wheaton 2016). 

4.1.2.2 Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids, as represented by 

Trichloroethylene (TCE) 

All oil is absorbed within 69 days, which prevents its further progress. The saturation profile between 0-

10m is similar. 91% oil saturation in the unsaturated zone, 14% in the 5-10m cell. At a certain saturation, 

the fluid pressure in some of the pores in the 5-10m cell is high enough to initiate water displacement 

in the lower cell. Subsequently, oil travels through the interconnected pores to the 10-15 m cell. The 

saturation here increases as NAPL saturation in the upper cell increases. 

After 69 days, at 4% saturation all the oil is absorbed, this limiting further infiltration. Compared to 

LNAPLs, DNAPL infiltration is faster because both density and capillarity favour downwards flow 
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Table 4-3 Time variation of Saturation profiles, and total infiltrated volumes for type 2 configuration 
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4.1.3 Type 3 unsaturated clay layer on saturated sand 

In this configuration, the top unsaturated clay layer is 90% saturated with water initially. The final 

saturations in this layer are 12% for LNAPL and 10% for the DNAPL. The oil fills up the airspaces.The 

final saturation profiles of both LNAPL and DNAPL is very similar. 

In the 5-10m cell the saturation for both the NAPLs is stagnates at 5% after 1 day. This can best be 

explained by presence of an oil-water saturated clay layer on the top. 

1. Increasing oil saturation in the top clay layer reduces the permeability. This slows down the oil 

infiltration. (Lenhard, Parker, and Kaluarachchi 1991) 

2. The infiltrated oil is retained by the clay layer due to strong capillary forces. Very little is passed 

towards the lower sandy layer, which also explains presence of more oil volume than of pre-

existing air spaces 

3. The sandy layer not only has a weak downwards capillary force, but also an upward buoyant 

force 

4. Due to low saturations (less weight), the downward forces exerted by NAPLs in the clayey 

regions are not sufficient to overcome friction from the clay and displace large quantities of water 

in the sandy layer. 

A combination of all these limits oil infiltration beyond the top clay layer. The changing saturations of the 

oils and water are shown for different depths and times in  Table 4-4.
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Table 4-4 Time variation of Saturation profiles, and total infiltrated volumes for type 3 configuration 
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4.1.4 Type 4 clay in both saturated and vadose zone 

Error! Reference source not found. In the unsaturated clay layer the oil infiltrates and fills up 10% of 

the pore volume initially occupied by air. The final saturations in this layer are 12% for LNAPL and 

10% for the DNAPL. The top layer has the highest saturation, compared to the lower cells. In the 

lower cells, capillary force is opposed by buoyant forces. Therefore, increase in oil saturations and 

their downward flow is slower. Subsequently, oil saturations in the lower layers keeps increasing until 

the end of the simulation period. The changing saturations of the oils and water are shown for 

different depths and times in  Table 4-5 

4.1.4.1 Light Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids, as represented by 

BTEX 

In the 5-10m clayey cell, the oil saturation keeps increasing until the end of the simulation period. It is 

not known when it will be limited and why. However, the oil front does not cross this cell due to buoyant 

forces. 

4.1.4.2 Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids, as represented by 

Trichloroethylene (TCE) 

The DNAPL oil front progresses downwards, reaching newer cells as time progresses. However, the 

maximum depth of the front is limited by the thickness of the clay layer. After crossing the water table, 

the oil does not face in directional difference in capillary forces. So, its flow is controlled largely by 

gravity. Each cell has a lower saturation time than the one above it because travel time differs with 

depth.  Oil Saturations in all the cells above the oil front increases with time. The saturation in lower 

cells is dependent on that at the cells above it. The downward force requires to displace water depends 

on the weight of NAPLS in overlying cells, which increases with infiltration. 

The oil reaches greater depths and higher saturations with time, but even after 400 days the infiltrated 

volume is very small, 1.55 m3. This is because oil saturations are generally low.  As long as there is 

clay, the oil front can slowly reach greater depths without being limited by availability of oil. 
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Table 4-5 Time variation of Saturation profiles, and total infiltrated volumes for type 4 configuration 
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4.2  Depth from the surface travelled by NAPLs and 

contaminated strata 

This section looks at contaminated depths 400 days after an accidental oil spill on the surface. They 

were obtained from interpolating the said depths at the grid points, as derived from 1-D simulations of 

water and NAPL flow through variably saturated porous media (MOFAT model). 

The hypothetical accident simulated, is based on a regular capacity tanker spilling 35m3 of the NAPL 

over a 5m x 5m ground area. It has also been assumed that efforts to clean the oil spill have not been 

made, leaching by rainfall is non-existent and the water table is constantly at 5m depth from the surface. 

‘Contaminated depth’ refers to the deepest location, from the surface, where NAPL saturations of 1% or 

more exist. NAPL exists in all the cells between this location and the surface. 

Contaminated depths derived from the simulations, refer to the distance between the surface and the 

centre of the deepest contaminated cell. Since the cell size is 5m, values of depth can be expressed as 

(5c+2.5) m, where c is the number of contaminated cells from the surface except for the deepest one. 

For example, if the model indicates that the NAPL has entered the second cell from the top of the model 

(between 5-10m deep), c=1, the contaminated depth is 7.5m with uncertainty of (+/- 2.5m).  

Depths in the grid points have then been interpolated, by kriging to produce a depth map with the same 

uncertainty. Despite the uncertainty, some inferences can be made. In regions where the depth is 7.5m 

or more, BTEX has certainly reached the water table. In regions where the depth is 2.5m or less, BTEX 

has not crossed the unsaturated zone. At regions where the depth is between 2.5m and 7.5m, no such 

conclusions can be made due to uncertainty of discretisation. At locations where depth is 0, the 

uncertainty does not apply, as those locations are the ones where contaminant does not infiltrate into 

the soil, according to the model output. The controls of oil infiltration have been discussed in the previous 

sections. The influence of topography, wells, different heads, and other 3-dimensional controls of flow 

have not been accounted for. Only vertical flow from the surface is considered since 1D model has been 

used. This should be improved in further research. 

4.2.1 Light Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids, as represented by BTEX 

BTEX contaminated depths in the study area 400 days after the hypothetical accident are shown in 

Figure 2-1Figure 4-1. In most of the area, the contaminated depth is close to 7.5m, except for a few 

regions where they it is deeper or closer to the surface. From the simulations, depths range from 0 m to 

12.5 m from the surface, depending on the sediment layering as explained in 4.1 

The modelled variogram used for kriging is shown in Figure 4-2. Spherical model has been used, with 

no nugget effect. The degree of variation in the variogram is low because majority of the grid points after 

the simulations, had the same value, 7.5m. 
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Figure 4-1 Depth from surface contaminated by non-aqueous BTEX 400 days after spill, with points 

used for kriging 

 

Figure 4-2 Variogram for depth of BTEX for interpolation by kriging method 
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4.2.2 Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids, as represented by 

Trichloroethylene 

The Trichloroethylene contaminated depths in the study area 400 days after the hypothetical accident 

are shown in Figure 4-3. In most of the area, the contaminated depth is close to 7.5m, except for a few 

regions where they it is deeper or closer to the surface. From the simulations, depths range from 0 m to 

22.5 m from the surface, depending on the factors clarified in 4.1 

The modelled variogram used for kriging is shown in Figure 4-4. Spherical model has been used, with 

no nugget effect. 

 

 

Figure 4-3 Depth contaminated by non-aqueous Trichloroethylene 400 days after spill, with points 

used for kriging 
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Figure 4-4 Kriging variogram for depth of Trichloroethylene 

4.2.3 Contaminated Strata  

This section combines depth maps with the stratigraphic model. The product of the two, gives a map 

indicating the deepest strata contaminated by the respective NAPLs, vertically below the indicated 

regions, if an accident occurs there. This information can be useful for infrastructure planning, since it 

can be used to determine the regions where an oil spill can lead to contamination of drinking water 

aquifers. However, this map carries the uncertainty of discretisation on the vertical scale. If at a location, 

the indicated depth of the oil front is close to the neighbouring strata (<2.5m), this uncertainty of depth 

translates to uncertainty of contaminated strata. Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 show that an oil spill in the 

indicated Northern and South-eastern regions will cause contamination of the deeper aquifer there. Both 

the maps show broadly similar patterns except in the easternmost part. There, the DNAPL 

(Trichloroethylene) crosses the clay layer and reaches the confined aquifer. It travels deep in the clay 

because it is heavier than water and can therefore displace water in the pores. However, in clay since 

effective porosity is less, only small quantities of oil infiltrate in a unit volume of the porous media (in this 

case, unit length of porous media due to 1-Dimensionality). This means oil can reach great depths 

without being limited by the amount available for infiltration. This could be problematic, because it is 

known that groundwater flows westwards. Under these circumstances the contamination is expected to 

spread towards the west where many drinking water wells are located. 
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Figure 4-5 Deepest strata contaminated by BTEX 400 days after accident 

 

Figure 4-6 Deepest strata contaminated by Trichloroethylene 400 days after accident  
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4.3 Leakages in Airport premises 

An airport is expected to have point sources of NAPL leakages like leaking underground pipes, 

underground fuel storage tanks, drains, etc. In these cases, there is no limit to the volume of NAPLs 

that can infiltrate. The free-phase volume in soils and ground water can be very large, in the order of 

100m3. The head at which the infiltration occurs is also more than 0, so the NAPLs can travel deeper 

and attain higher saturations. 

In the case of the new Lisbon airport, all these need not pose a threat to drinking water supplies. 

According to the stratigraphic model, the sediment strata underneath the airport premises consists of 

the top unconfined sand layer, which is not used for drinking water supply, and a thick clay layer. 

However, this aquifer may have hydrological connections to parts of the drinking water aquifers, which 

have been omitted at this scale. 

Secondly, it is known that the groundwater flows towards the river, in the west direction. This should 

ensure that the drinking water wells, are safe because they lie towards the east of the airport. However, 

this should be confirmed using groundwater flow models or 3D NAPL flow models. Localised effects on 

flow may affect some boreholes. The wet season may cause the river stage to rise and temporarily 

reverse the direction of groundwater flow during the wet season. 

4.4 Limitations and further research 

While useful conclusions can be drawn regarding the effect of geology on the extent of hydrocarbon 

contamination, certain limitations of this study need to be addressed before it can be used to create a 

detailed action plan. They are as follows: 

1. The model does not consider localised small-scale features like smaller and thinner lens, 

discontinuities in confining layers, which would have effects at the local level. 

2. Many soil parameter values were taken from the manual depending on soil type. Most of the 

parameters show little variation within a given soil type, but others can have appreciable 

variations that affect flow. Those must be found experimentally.  

3. Oil Flow is not the only form in which NAPLs can be a threat to drinking water resources. They 

can enter water through the dissolved form and may reach dangerous concentrations. Transport 

and concentrations depend on many factors like density, solubility portioning coefficients, 

volatilisation, adsorption and degradation, along with flow conditions. NAPL transport modelling 

in this case should ideally involve three to four parts, (Katyal, Kaluarachchi, and Parker 1991).  

a. a short infiltration flow simulation,  

b. redistribution in soil  
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c. leaching and transport by precipitation. 

d. cleaning and remediation (can be before or after the leaching) 

4. The current model does not consider lateral migration of NAPLs. This is a limitation if the 

objective is to predict NAPL migration to abstraction wells. The model should be developed to 

a 3D (example in PTH3D) or 2D model that considers head differences due to confining layers, 

well abstractions and other controls of flow. 

4.5 Management recommendations 

In case of an accidental fuel spill, the following are some of the recommended measures (Huntley and 

Beckett 2002; Huling and Weaver 1991). 

1. Cleaning free-phase oil from the surface as soon as possible, to limit infiltration. 

2. Removal of mobile NAPLs through pumping and trenches.  

3. Air-sparging and vacuum gas extraction to remove dissolved or residual, volatile contaminants 

4. Bioremediation for a variety of hydrocarbons. 

5. In case the oil spill has occurred in at a location where the drinking water aquifer is exposed at 

the surface of close, nearby wells should be monitored, and the remediation should be done on 

an urgent basis.  

Water abstracted from confined aquifers are largely safe from LNAPL spilled on the surface. LNAPLs 

seldom cross the top region. Discontinuities in the confining layer could be a source of threat, if combined 

with localised influence of the well (lowering of water table in the vulnerable area, horizontal flow and 

the existence of boreholes with screens that across all the productive layers). More information from 3D 

models is required to ascertain those threats and action to be taken accordingly. 

DNAPLs can reach great depths. In clay layers they flow slowly and in small saturations. Their flow is 

dominantly in the vertical direction. Its descent can be limited by limiting oil available for infiltration and 

the time for infiltration. The solution is to take cleaning and remediation measures promptly after an oil 

spill. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

5 Conclusions 

This chapter is a summary of the results, objectives fulfilled by this thesis, and further work 

recommended.
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5.1 Condensed results:  

The following conclusions can be drawn regarding the flow of dense and light oils in different sediment 

configurations: 

1. Infiltration of NAPLs is limited by amount of oil available for infiltration. 

2. Bulk of LNAPLs float on water. The little that crosses the groundwater table is driven by capillary 

forces. 

3. DNAPLs tend to sink to the bottom of an aquifer. 

4. NAPLs can travel deeper depths in clays, at small saturations because then they are not limited 

by volume of NAPLs available. 

5. Travel of NAPLs through clays is slower because of extra friction, and very fast through sand 

layers (<1 day until all NAPL exhausted). 

6. According to the stratigraphic model, parts of the drinking water aquifer in the Northern and 

eastern parts of study area are vulnerable to contamination.  

7. DNAPLs and LNAPLs are expected to contaminate the same strata, except the eastern parts, 

where DNAPL reaches the drinking water aquifer. 

5.2 Management 

Based on the above findings, the following measures are suggested to reduce the extent and risk of 

contamination. 

1. The surface should be cleaned of oil promptly to limit further advent of oil. 

2. The mobile oil that has already infiltrated should be removed through pumping or trenching. 

3. The residual oil should be remediated through biodegradation, vacuum gas extraction or air-

sparging. 

4. It is important that at-least the first two steps are taken before a rain event, although completing 

all three is preferable. 

5. Well-head protection zones should be modified based on further research. 

6. A system should be devised to monitor hydrocarbon contamination and to take prompt action. 
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5.3 Objectives fulfilled 

This thesis does not provide the complete information for management at the local scale, like planning 

site specific action plans, or re-drawing well protection zones, but it is the first step towards it. However, 

some useful generalisations made which are relevant for planning. This thesis helps to evaluate the 

unique risks to soil and groundwater posed by airports in the following ways: 

1. Providing a preliminary regional level stratigraphic model for further research. 

2. Differentiating the behaviours of NAPLs from regular water-soluble contaminants. 

3. Understanding the controls of their flow in context of the local hydrogeology- What increases 

the likelihood of them contaminating aquifers, what deters their advent. 

4. Generating a vulnerability map that answers the question “Given a uniform, worst-case condition 

across the study area, which aquifers are vulnerable to contamination and in which regions?” 

5.4 Further work  

For more detailed information and better groundwater management plans, further research is 

recommended in the following areas. 

1. Despite quality information from a large inventory of boreholes, it is always possible to improve 

a stratigraphic model or to modify it to suit the required scale. 

2. Some soil properties need to be measured before putting them in the model. 

3. Risk evaluation needs to be done at both regional and local scales and protection measures 

need to be taken accordingly. 

4. The unique physical and chemical properties of hydrocarbons need to be combined with the 

three-dimensionality of their transport. A 3-D multiphase flow and transport model will be ideal 

to predict flow paths, phase changes and concentrations. 

5. A thorough airport risk evaluation also needs to consider the influx of heavy metals in the airport 

premises. Hydrocarbons and heavy metals are the most commonly reported contaminants 

specific to airports (Nunes et al. 2011).    

6. The cumulative information should be used by local authorities to take appropriate precautions 

like re-drawing well protections zones and creating plans to remediate accidents promptly.
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